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BEAUTY AROUND THE WORLD


In keeping with tradition, this one is all about pictures and the pictures are all about beauty around the world. The first link takes you to a photo essay by Mihaela Noroc, a woman who travels the world to capture the essence of beauty across cultures which she then publishes on her blogsite “An Atlas of Beauty”. Her goal is to record beauty as it is perceived in different countries. Fascinating.

The other links are fast and fun looks at a century of beauty (mostly hairstyles) in China, Korea and Japan.

And the last link is to a slide show of the 2016 Met Gala Red Carpet fashion. Beauty and style in contemporary America.

Where Beauty Knows No Bounds: (The Atlas of Beauty website link is embedded in the article)

Mihaela’s blog: http://theatlasofbeauty.com/

100 Years of Beauty: Japan
http://blog.japantimes.co.jp/japan-pulse/100-years-of-japanese-beauty-in-one-minute/

100 Years of Beauty: Korea
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5SWHjWtykns

100 Years of Beauty: China
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pTsX05bsKDA

The Met Gala 2016
http://www.vogue.com/tag/event/met-gala/ Just click on “View the slideshow.”

Founded in 1959, the Center for East Asian Studies (CEAS) at the University of Kansas is the only East Asian resource center in the Great Plains region. Educational outreach is a key component of the Center's mission. You can find lesson plans and many other materials online at http://ceas.ku.edu/educator-resources. If you’re a teacher who would like to add East Asia content to your lessons across all curriculum areas, sign up for Outreach Notes at http://ceas.ku.edu/email-list.